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Problem  

• Construct a paper airplane using an A4 paper sheet. Investigate the 
conditions ensuring the longest distance of its flight 



Theoretical Background 

• Air resistance, also known as drag, are the opposition forces to an 
object passing through air 

• These forces slow the object down 

• The formula for air resistance is                     , where FD is the drag 
force, CD is the drag coefficient, A is the reference area, p is the 
density of the fluid and V is the flow of velocity.



Theoretical Background 

Lift
• In order for an aircraft to rise into the air, a force must be created that equals or exceeds 

the force of gravity.

• It is created by the flow of air over an airfoil. The shape of an airfoil causes air to flow 
faster on top than on bottom. 

• The fast flowing air decreases the surrounding air pressure. Because the air pressure is 
greater below the airfoil than above, a resulting lift force is created

• The pressure variations of flowing air is best represented by Bernoulli's equation

• P = pressure (force exerted divided by area exerted on)

• rho = density of the air body

• V = velocity of the moving object or air 



Experiment 

RQ: Which aeroplane design will fly the longest distance?

Hypothesis

- Planes with bigger surface perpendicular to wind direction will 
fly further  (Plane 2)

Plane No 2 will fly further than the rest of the planes



Materials 

• A4 paper

• String wire 



Method 

1. Folded three pieces of A4 paper into three different aeroplane 
designs

2. Picked a starting point 

3. Threw aeroplanes one by one, measuring distance flown



Results

Airplanes Distance(m)

Trial 1 Trial 2

Airplane 1 2.6 2.0

Airplane 2 4.9 3.2

Airplane 3 2.3 1.3

Table 1: Aeroplane designs and distance travelled



: Distance travelled by aeroplanes



Discussion 

• Hypothesis was indeed proven 

• Errors: Not enough time for many trials 

• Thrust 



Conclusion 

• The airplanes with larger surface areas, which did not oppose wind 
direction, flew better due to lift (Bernoulli effect) 

• The plane with larger reference area for wind resistance flew the 
smallest distance due to the greater surface area for drag

• Our hypothesis was proven correct 

• The best conditions for a paper plane to fly far are larger surface 
areas which are perpendicular to wind resistance.
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